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or usefulness of the information contained in this
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method, or process disclosed in this report may not
infringe privately owned rights; or

B.  Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting from the use of, any infor-
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report.

As used in the above, 'person acting on behalf of the
Commission' includes any employee or contractor of the
Administration or employee of such contractor, to the
extent that such employee or contractor prepares, dissem-
inates, or provides access to, any information pursuant
to his employment or contract with the Administration or            '
his employment with such contractor."
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1.   General

-                 The M.I.T. Reactor is now operating routinely at
50% power, which is adequate to permit proceeding with
the experimental program on the blanket test facility/

Professor Driscoll attended a meeting called by
ERDA in Germantown on 8/25/76 to review the current
status of fission rate measurements.

A paper summarizing project work on internal
blankets will be presented at the International Meet-
ing on Fast Reactor Safety and Related Physics, to
be held in Chicago, October 5-8, 1976. A copy of
the paper is appended.

2.   Blanket Breeding Performance

- 28   25
A series of repeat measurements of ac /af have

been completed in Blanket Mockup No. 5. The results
are:

- 28
ac

_ 25 = 0.114 f 3.5%af

The result quoted above is the mean of ten indepen-
dent determinations. U-238 capture was measured using
singles and coincidence counting techniques -- no
significant difference was evident. Eight measurements
were made in the UO2-fueled,.stainless steel clad,
sodium coded assembly; two measurements were made in
a U metal-fueled, carbon steel clad, sodium chromate
moderated assembly:  no difference was evident between
the two groups of data. The absolute ratio was obtained
by thermal-spectrum normalization, using simultaneous
foil irradiations in the hohlraum which drives the
blanket facility's converter. The quoted results are
corrected for the difference between fast and thermal
U-235 fission product yields (multiplicative factor
of 1.033), and the results, which were measured at the
center of the blanket, are also "corretted" to the
wh 19-blanket average using the factor determined by.
WU (multiplicative factor of 1.00).

These results are in good agreement with those
determined by Leung and

Wu,( 5d with multigroupcalculations reported by Wu· (However. a single

\ (1)S..S. Wu "Experimental Verfication of Breeding Performance
of Fast Reactor Blankets," Nucl. Eng. thesis, MIT Nucl.
Eng. Dept. June 1976.
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preliminary measurement of 0.14 reported in the last
quarterly report can not be explained.)

During the coming quarter a new calculated value,
-             using up-to-date state-of-the-art cross sections (see

section 3 this report) will be determined.

The experimental value of 0.11 is below the
typical values of-.0.13 calculated for large LMFBR
blankets and by various organizations in our last
quarterly report. However both values are compatible
with the range of results reported by Swedish research-

Cd)ers. for FRO reactor blankets Based on their re-
sults the difference appears to be attributable to the
driving spectrum rather than the blanket per se.

3.   LCCEWG

An initial set of results (see insert, this
section) has been completed for the Large Core Code
Evaluation Working Group (LCCEWG) test problem.

The results shoyg are in moderately good agreement
with Vondy's results considering that both are in-
dependent first-round submissions: for example, our
value .for the breeding ratio is within 0.6% of Vondy's.
However the results should not be 'quoted as final
until additional correspondence has been exchanged
to insure that all contributors have. in fact calculated
the identical same problems. We note for example that
our zone volumes (item G in attachment) are about 2%
higher than Vondy's.

(2)T.L. Andersson et al
Fast Reactor Blankdt Experiments in PRO, AE-509,
May 1976

(3) Transmitted by letter from  E.   Kujaws ki dated 7/22/76.
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4.  Administrative Items

The monthly financial report for September including

a  summary·  for the Transition Quarter is attached.

As of September 30,  1976 the .project staff was as

follows:

Staff

M.J. Driscoll

Engineering Assistant

A.T. Supple (part-time)

Computer Operations Assistant

R. Morton (part-time)

Students

A. Salehi, Sc.D. Student, Research Assistant·(since 9/1/76)
J. Shin, Sc.D. Student, Research Assistant
S. Keyvan, Half-time Research Assistant (6/1 - 9/1/76)
D. Wargo, Part-time Lab. Assistant (6/1 - 9/1/76)
H.. Khan, Part-time Computer Assistant
J. Pasztor, Part-time Lab. Assistant (since 9/1/76)
T. Reckart, Undergraduate Research Opportunities student

(since 9/1/76)
F. Mobin, Undergraduate Research Opportunities student

(since 9/1/76)
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FIRST-ROUND MIT RESULTS FOR THE LCCEWG BENCi[MARK PROBLEM

I. COMPUTATIONAL BASIS

A. Energy Group Structure:

Group Highest Energy ( iTeV) Neutron Velocity (cm/sec.)
1 16.49000 1.8760 + 9
2 0.82080 5.5673 + 8
3 0.04087 1.5876 + U
4 0.002035 4.2981 + 7

B. Fission Spectrum:
Group      1       2         3        4

0.75969 0.23715 0.003127 0.000033

C. Geometry and Code:
1/4 core - 6 points/Hex.; 2 dimensional diffusion
code (2DB)

D. Cross-section Preparation:

4 group cross-section set supplied by G.E. in CCCC
format was trans fered to 2DB format. Absorption
cross-section was defined by

cab = af + ac - an2ri

E. Axial Buckling: 4.44   x 10 crn
-4 -2

F. Flat-to-Flat Distance of Fuel Assembly: 14 cm

G. Zone Volumes (liters):  (1/4 core and 1 cm height)

Core Zone 1 (CZ 1); 7.6354
Core Zone 2 (CZ2);  7.6354
Blanket (B) ; 9.9261
Strudture    (S) ; 8.6535
Control Rod (CT); 0.80598

Total 34.65638

H. Fission Source was not normalized.

I. Energy Production: 215 MeV/Fission
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II. RESULTS

A. BASE CASE-I:  All control rods out except every outer-corner
control rod in.

1. keff: (convergence I
keff - keff. 1 <.1.0 x 10-5)i+1      1

1.0002432
e                                           -2

2. Buckling Search :  4.44812 - 4 cm
F.Suggested value is 4.44 _ 4 cm-2.  Values quyted below
are for the fixed Buckling case, 4.44 - 4 cm

3. Critical Mass (Kg):

Isotope Czl CZ2      B        Total

Pu-239 2.3030 3.0600 0.0 5.3630
Pu-240 0.8823 1.2470 0.0 2.2193
Pu-241 0.4277 0.5805 0.0 1.0082
Pu-242 0.2454 0.3436 0.0 0.5890
U-238 23·2000 21.8100 54.9500 99.9600
u-235 0.0566 0.05362 0.1627 0.27292

4. Total Neutron Balance:
Total

Group Fissioh Source In-Scatter Out-Scatter Absorption Leakage

1    4.963 + 19 .-1.267 + 15 4.071 + 19 8.922 + 18  1.136 + 14
2    1.549 + 19 4.057 + 19 2.943 + 19 2.661 + 19 1.990 + 16
3    2.043 + 17 2.955 + 19 8.669 + 18 2.108 + 19 6.105 + 15
4.   2.156 + 15 8.663 + 16 ·-4.894 + 13 8.660 + 18 5.517 + 15

Total 6.533 + 19 7.879 + 19 7.881 + 19 6.528 + 19  3.164 + 16

5. Breeding Ratio*:
28    40

ieBR  E     cEb   [C       +   C        ]
41 25 7

c:b L A49 +A   +A   J

Core Zone 1 0.5502
Core Zone 2 O.3659
Blanket 0.2191

Total 1.1352

6. Average Power Density of Core (I/IWth/liter): 49.6660

7. Average and Regional Peak Fission Rate ( #/cm3-sec ):

a) Average Fission Rates in Core; 1.4420 + 15
b) CZ1 Peak/Average Fission Rate: 1.1362
c) CZ2 Peak/Average Fission Rate; 1.3098
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8. Relative Reaction Rate in each zone*:

*RRR = Reaction Rate of Isotope i

Average Fission Rate in Core
-

Isotope '
PU - 239 U - 238 Fe

RRR       I

CZ1 -F 1 4.8752 +3 1.1775 +3 0.0
CZ2 - F 4.6928 +3 9.4660 +2 0.0
CZ1 - A 6.2774 +3 9.2233 +3 2.3890 +2
CZ2 - A 5.9133 +3 6.1775 +3 1.6505 +2
B-F 0.0 1.8786 +2 0.0
B-A 0.0 3.5631 +3 3.7212 +1
S-A 0.0 0.0 3.6512 +1

F : Fission A : Absorption

9.  Na Void Effect for 100% Removal of Na from Each Core
Zone and Associated Axial Blanket:

.Ill

keff
Base Case 1.0002432
Without Na in CZ1 1.0053034
Without Na in CZ2 0.99976146
Ak/k in (Zl 0.5059%
Ak/k in CZ2 -0.0482%

10. Control Rod Worth:

keff
Base Case 1.0002432
All Control Rods IN 0.95506716
All Control Rods OUT 1.0232668
Ak/k ; All IN -4.5165%
Ak/k ; All OUT 2.3018%

11. Flux Distribution:

a. Pointwise Neutron Flux Spectrum where the Flux in
Group 1 is a Maximum:

i)    Location; Fuel Assembly in core zone 2 -
adjacent to2the out control rod channel.

ii) *ijg ( #/cm -sec );
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Group $i j g tij g/tij

1         8.675422 +16 0.1378
2         3.947228 +17 0.6269

-                           3         1.295513 +17 0.2059
4         1.852995 +16 0.0294

Total($ij) 6.2965827 +17 1.0

2
iii) Regional Neutron Flux ( #/cm -sec );

Zone 1       *i          *i/te

Czl 6.5276 +17 2.2266
CZ2 4.8306 +17 1.6478
Blanket 9.4966 +16 0.3239
Structure 8.0586 +15 0.0275
Control

5.8947 +17 2.0107Rod

*  -0 = Ztivi = 2.931615525 +17
6 +VI

12. Power Distribution:

1) Regional Power Contribution (MWth) ;
Czl 390.11
CZ2 368.33
Blanket 12.753

771.193
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RESTRICTIONS CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR TO DATE CU/AULATIVF

3XPE,:DIT-'JZES

SALARIES AND WAGES
FAC SAL-TEN 652.78 652.78 05 2.7 8RESEARCH STAFF-ON 223-60 670.80 670.CcHOURLY PERSONNEL-ON 62.79 62.79SECRETARIAL & CLERICAL-ON 164.89 c-,#,.·7   1

...          ..,...EXEMPT-TECH-ON 524.96 524.SoTOTAL SUBJECT TO E. 8. .00 1,041.27 2,458.36 2,458-3*

RESEARCH ASSISTANT-ON 1,660.00 4,220.00MiT STUDENTS-ON 588.00 1,531.25 1,531.25rCTAL SALARIES AND WAGES .00 3,289.27 8,209.61 3,209.61

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ON OFF
BILLING RATES 24.504 27.50J 255.11 602.30

UPERATING EXPENSES
TRAVEL 174 04 174.044        MATERIALS & SERVICES 52.27 15 L.83MAFERIALS CHARGED TO JOBS 4.39 18.52 1 0  S.
PUJLICATIONS 67.25 bi. 7 3XEROX EXPENSE 12.00 12.00 12.·.REACTOR USE 672.50 855.00 855 -PETTY CASH 11.12 11.12 11.12TEL-BASIC MONTHLY SERVICE 28.76 r  I.    , ·  ,57.52 3/ .D:TEL-MESSAGE UNITS .62 3.81 3'DiTOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES. .00 955.70 1,351..09 1,351.0,

COMPUTATION EXPENSES
E.O.P. EXPENSE 196.57 196.57I.P.C. CHARGES 1,487.94 3,230.73 D F ··--· 6 n o l.TOTAL COMPUTATION EXPENSES .0·0 1,487„94 3,427.30 3,435.21

INDIKECT EXPENSES ON OFF
BILLING RATES 68.00#j 18.00% 1,845.78 4,557.30 6 .  E :4 -    9. r

I . - -, . . ....

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 7,833.80 18,147.60 .r,   4: . · -
1 0 9  1, 5 '  3 i__

UNEXPENDED BALANCE
„    9   U -1· -#.·  ./    7

PURCHASE ORDER COMMITMENTS 1 1 495.61    '
--

UNCOMMITTED BALANCE
5, 3 9 6 -5 5   i
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-                           SAFETY AND BREEDING.- RELATED ASPECTS OF
FAST REACTOR CORES HAVING INTERNAL BLANKETS

M.J. Driscoll, G.A. Ducat*a.'.

R.A. Pinnock--, D.C. Aldrich

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Nuclear Engineering
Cambridge, Massachusetts  02139

ABSTRACT

The safety characteristics and breeding performance of fast
reactor cores having internal axial blankets are examined. Worth-
while improvements and tolerable penalties are identified in both

areas based on comparisons. with conventional core designs having
identical external and fuel assembly dimensions.  Internally-
blanketed cores have smaller sodium void reactivity contributions
and, if properly designed, higher breeding gains and shorter
fissile inventorv doubling times than conventional cores.  The
potential for additional inprovements in breeding gain is also
identified for· internally-blanketed cores which are optimized
to exploit the inherently lower neutron fluer,ce and fluence/
power/temperature gradients characteristic of these cores.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Fast reactor cores having internal blankets limited in both radial and
axial extent have many advantages over more conventional designs (1,2,3,).---

One particular version of this generic class of core designs has been studied
at MIT since 1972  (i).   Figure 1 illustrates.the configuration, designated
"parfait" because or the layere arrangement of materials in. the inner .core
zone. The internal  blanket  is  made .up of axial blanket pellets loaded  in
place of the fissile-fueled ·pellets which .would otherwise occupy this zone
in the fuel pins of a ccnventional fuel·assembly; otherwise the fuel pins
and assemblies are identical.                                                          -

Table I compares representative parfait and conventional 1000 MWe designs
having the same external core dimensions and volumetric compositions.  Of
particular note in this table are the reduced sodium void coefficient and the
reduced neutron fluence - unlike many of the other quantities listed, which
can be readily modified by various design tradeoffs, these differences appear
to be persistent.  Dimensional and other constraints imposed on the parfait

*Present Address:  Department of Nuclear Engineering, Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas  77843

**Present Address: Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, Illinois  60690
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TABLE I

Comparisons Between a Representative Pair of
Parfait and Conventional Core Designsa

-                                     Advantageous Changes

Decreased Sodium Void Coefficient  (25.-50%)
Decreased Sodium Temperature Coefficient (40%)
Decreased Peak Power Density (5%)
Increased Overpower Operating Marginb (7%)
becreased power production by the fissile-fueled zones

(9% at mid-cycle) due to increased blanket power pro-
duction (including the internal. blanket)

Decreased Peak Fuel Burnup (8%)
Decreased average fissile-fueled zone burnup (5%)
Decreased Burnup Reactivity Swing (25%)
Decreased Peak Fast Flux (25%)
Decreased average fissile-fueled zone flux (15%)
Decreased Wrapper Tube Elongation in Inner Core Zone (29%)
Decreased Wrapper Tube Dilation in Inner Core Zone (38%)
Decreased Radial Flux Gradient in Inner Core Zone (50%)
Decreased Fluence-Induced Bowing in Inner Core Zone (90%)
Increased Breeding Ratio (2%)
Decreased Doubling Time (6%)

Disadvantageous Aspects

Increased Core Fissile Inventory (4%)
Reduced Doppler Power Coefficient (8%)
Increased Isothermal Doppler Coefficient (7%)

Higher Peak Clad Temperature (17'F)
Increased average fissile-fueled zone power density (15%)
Reduced prompt neutron lifetime (3%)
Reduced.·delayed neutron fraction (1%)
Magnitude and Gradients of fluence/power/temperature are not

improved in the outer core zone or radial blanket
Increased Coherence: above 32% overpower more fuel is molten -

at 50% overpower 23% of the parfait fuel reaches (L melting
vs. 18% of the conventional core; more of the parfait core.

goes into boiling at higher power/flow ratios
Increased leakage to rsfledtor (11%) hence blankets (radial
and axial) may have·to be thicker to realize the·full

.

breeding advantages of the parfait design

 Both cores.are rated at 1000 MWe and operated for. the same number of full
power days between refuelings.  The parfait design has a 30 cm thick internal
blanket, otherwise the core and fuel assembly dimensions are identical.  Note
that all results can be modified by changing the dimensions of the internal
blanket.

b
Percent steady state power (at 100% flow) at which incipient fuel centerline
melting will occur.
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design cons.Ldcred in this comparison permit its direct use as a replacement
core for the conventional design, but, as will be pointed out later, do not
permit the full advantages of the parfait configuration to be achieved.
Similarly, even if no additional design changes were incorporated, One would
undoubtedly try to trade-off some of the advantages quoted· for other benefits -
for example, driving the parfait core to a higher average burnup, should this

prove practicable.

Note that the concept sketched in Fig. 1 involves an internal axial blan-

ket in the central core enrichment zone, and therefore differs from modular·or
annular designs in which full-length internal radial blanket assemblies are
employed, or heterogeneous concepts, which employ both axial and radial in-
ternal blanket' zones. The parfait configuration foregoes the advantage  of  the
higher uranium loading possible with the use of full length internal blanket
assemblies: but avoids their inherent problem of assembly exit temperature

mismatch (sotium striping).  Equally as important, full-length internal blanket
zones do not contribute to axial power flattening,. which appears essential if
one,is to fully offset the attendant critical mass penalty. It is also not
clear that large-diameter radial blanket fuel pins can successfully withstand
end-of-burnun-cycle thermal conditions 'inside the core. Further, use of thin
internal blanket intrusions (compared to a neutron mean-free-path) effectively
re-homogenizes the core and thereby loses some of the neutronic advantages of

heterogeneity.

The features of the present design have been carefully chosen, as noted
above, and it is important to emphasize that many aspects related to both

safety and breeding performance are quite configuration dependent. Hence other
versions of the parfait design will exhibit a different complement of charac-
teristics; and even more important, other related concepts such as the afore-

mentioned annular or hetarogeneous arrangements, may differ even more markedly.

II.  SAFETY-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

Safety-related characteristics of common interest, the sodium void and
doppler reactivity coefficients, are affected by adoption 01 the parfait
design.  The positive reactivity. associated with equal-volume voids at a given
position (r,z). in the core is reduced by'25 to 50% in the parfait design.   Be-
cause of the flatter power profile in the parfait design, sodium boiling, if
it does occur, would be expected to be more coherent, however.  Thus the re-

.

activity etracts of voiding caused by cover gas entrainment or fission product
gas from random fuel pin failure would appear to be·mitigated, while in assess-

-..ing the consequences ot Dolling-induced voids more would have to be known about
the ability of the parfait. design to confine boiling to the zone of steep worth   -
gradient at the upper end of the 'Core or to the upper half of the core - in
both of which resoects it appears superior to conventional core designs.  The
effect of uniform sodium density reduction is also smaller for the parfait
design, which reduces this component of the cold-to-hot reactivity swing by
about 4 0% averaged over an cperating.cycle; the same. reduction applies to a
dilute uniform distribution of voids.

The sodium void. reactivity of a conventional 1000 MWe core and a parfait
design having a 40 cm thick internal blanket have been compared, with the
results shown in·Table II.

Table II illustrates the reduced sodium void reactivity worth character-
istics of the parfait configuration.  While the presence of control poison
affects the absolute value of the void worth, the parfait configuration main-

:ains a substantial relative advantage with or without control poison.  ThE
difference between the two designs decreases the burnup:  as plutonium builds
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  up in its internal blanket, the parfait core tends to Iitore closely resemble its

conventional.   counterpart.      Also   noce   that   voiding   the   internal.   blanket   adds
reacti.vity (although far ].ess than voi.ditig the equivalent zone in the Conven-
tional core) - opposite to what occurs if external blankets are voided.

TABLE II

Comparison of Sodium Void Reactivity Worth

Reactivity Increase, Dollars
a

Zones Voided Condition Conventional Core Parfait Core

Entire Core BOC 1.22 0.65
Plus Axial     · EOC 2.06 1.87
Blankets BOC,P 2.21 1.30'

Inner Core Zone
BOC 2.33 1.5620 cm Above to
EOC 2.49 2.03

.20 cm Below
BOC,P 2.52 1.54Midplaneb

*

 BOC (EOC) = Beginning (End) of· equilibrium cycle,

P = with control poison in core
bi.e., the internal blanket region in the parfait design

Doppler reactivity coefficients are affected in an undesirable manner by
the change in configuration between conventional and parfait designs.  The
isothermal doppler coefficient, 1/k dk/dT, increases by about 7% which implies
a larger cold-zo-hot doppler·reactivity change (however the total·reactivity
change in going· from the cold shutdown condition to the hot, full power condi-
tion  for the conventional  and  par fait systems  is, .for all practical purpose·s,
equal).  The power doppler coefficient, 1/k dk/dP, decreases by about 8%, which

reduces the·inherent protection against an overpower excursion. The reduction
in power coefficient in the parfait design is offset to some degree by a 7%
increase in the allowable overpower margin before the onset of fuel melting.

Other safety-relates craracteristics of the parfait design may be inferred
from Fig. 2 Which provides a qualitative indication of the local reactivity
worth of both fuel and control poison.  Figure 2 shows the product of the total
flux and adjoint flux at the centerline (R=O) and the inner/outer core inter-

face (R=102.5 cm) for the oarfait design, as a function of axial position.
These curves may be contrasted with the cosine-squared shape of the same product
in the reference core.  Points worth noting in Fig. 2 are the steep decrease in
worth near tha hottest fual just above the internal blanket, which would .be
beneficial in at least the early stages of core meltdown, and the steep increase        
in·worth at tne upper end of the core, which would enhance control rod reac-
tivity insertion during the first several centimeters of stroke.

Additional safety aspects include:

1.  the internal blanket forms a freeze-barrier to help guard against
reassembly of a critical configuration in the event of extensive core meltdown,

2.  careful specification of the radial and axial extent of the internal

blanket can produce a core having a single fissile enrichment, which helps
preclude compaction due to power density discontinuities during core disruptive
accidents,
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-3.  sewer and/or lower worth colitrol rods reduce the probability and con-
sequences  of  control malfunction;  deletion  of control pos;it ions permits inser-
t:Lon of more fuel. assemblies, which iticreases the internal breeding ratio,
further reducing the reactivity swing during a burnup cycle.

All .things considered, the.two most significant safety-related changes are
probably·the large reduction in the sodium void reactivity and the small re-
duction in Doppler power coefficient - the first being favorable, the second
being unfavorable.  The full implications of each as regards the probability
and consequences of abnormal operating conditions will require a more detailed
analysis than has been performed in the present studies.

III.  BREEDING PERFORMANCE

Breeding-related characteristics of internally-blanketed LMFBR cores are

also of considerable current interest,.and somewhat controversial as well (A,
6).  At first glance Table I would appear to offer very little advantage in
this area.  However it should be noted that because of the constraints upon the
comparison (imposed to insure that the parfait design could be installed as a
replacement core) the full advantages of this concept are not exploited in the
example shown.

The potential for improved breeding performance of the parfait configura-
tion and of other internally-blanketed fast reactor cores is attributable to
several factors:  improved power· flattening in the adjacent fissile zones;
better neutron utilization due to the larger macroscopic cross section of core
fissile material relative to cladding and fission products, higher fissile n
due to spectrum hardaning; and, if radial-blanket-type assemblies are used,
higher uranium concencration (increasing uranium concentration by whatever. the
means can increase the fertile fission contribution as well as enhance the
competition for neutrons vs. parasitic absorbers).

Table III summarizes the results of a series of analytical and empirical
investigations undertaken to estimate the extent to.which.parfait or related
core designs could improve the doubling time of fast· breeder reactors.   The
largest single improvement could come through. increases in volume fraction

fuel permitted by the .lower fluence and fluence/power/temperature gradients in
the central ccre region of the parfait design.

One must be cautious in interpreting the results quoted in Table III.  The
prescriptions represent conservative upper-bound limits, and the total net
effect of a -esign change is more than just the sum of the components listed:
other changes (e.g., in enrichment or core shape or volume) are required to
restore criticality; and xe nave not included doubling time penalties due to
the increased critical  mass  which may result  from such changes  (AT/T = +AM/M).
Likewise. Dart of the advantage resulting from the smaller reactivity swing            
accompanying burnup is ncr accounted for,.and the full advantage of each effect
may  not be realized if excessively thin fissile and fertile zones are employed.
Nevertheless generally beneficial consequences of increasing the fuel concen-
tration and of power-flattening are confirmed.

Experience also underlines the necessity of exploiting all of the advan-
tages permitted by the parfait configuration if an attractive final design is
to be achieved - it is relatively easy to select a non-optimal configuration
which, in fact, will show no advantage over a conventional design. For example,
power flattening by fissi].e enrichment gradation in an LMFBR incurs an inherent
critical mass penalty of on the order of 5%  (1), with a comparable increase in
doubling time.  The use of internal blankets to flatten powur. may be thought of
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TABLE III

Potential Reductions in Doubling Time Associated
With the Use of Internal Blankets

Change Approximate Prescriptions* Numerical Values*
7                                                                                 '          '

  86
(-IF= 10%)  (T= 20%)

Ar
0.046 - -4.6%1.  harder spectrum AT -1.I E

increases n T- g          Av0.054 -v -2.7%

'                                 AS2. enhancea competi-·                -                   .-16%
AT        Etion with parasitic -<-a • c

absorbers                             -               -8%
T- ' AV

V

8E
3.  fertile fission LT   .Fn.v- 1 1 3 +20%E

factor changes
T 1 - 01  Il--v - a ) -   1+3.-1 .  , + Av -10%

V

Subtotal: -20.7% -0.6%
-         -

4.  power flattening
(at same kw/ft

.AT=_· (R/R').-1 -5%peak power limit          T         8/
and pin diameter)                     E

1 + (_-)
-          -

*Derived from (except for n relations, which are empirical findings from
multigroup calculations):

Fi  1,-k       1
g = breeding gain = n -+ (-r--)6-a(1+6) - 2; here k E 1.0 and g 1 0.2Lk kv
a = parasitic (coolant, clad, control and fission product poison, etc.)

absorptions (in entire reactor: core, blanket, reflector) per fission
neutron = 0,16

n = mean neutron yield Der fissile absorption = 2.34

v = mean neutron yieia per neavy metal fission· =· 2.95

6 = fertile fissions per fissile fission (in entire reactor: core, blanket)
= 0.20

R,R' = Deak-to-average power ratios in conventional, parfait cores =. 1.45, 1.15
Av                                                                                       /- = core-average fractional increase in fuel volume fraction = 0.10V

8E
- = fractional increase in fissile concentration in core exclusive of
E   internal blanket = 0.20

T = reactor fissile inventory, M, doubling time, e n (1+6)M
g

See Ref. (3) for additional details; empirical findings from multigroup cal-
culations are also incorporated; prescriptions, especially for enrichment
changes are quite conservative, i.e., < is often « .
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as a scheme for varying mean local enrichment, hence one also starts with a

. critical mass/doubling time penalty, which must be overt:ome by other trade-offs.
Conversely onc must guard against overinflati.ng tlie attractivcness of the parfa:it
design by comparing it to conventional cores which arc not optimized to the same..

set of ground rules.

7

IV. IMPROVED CORE DESIGNS

.
As noted in the preceding section, the demonstrated and potential advan-

tages of the parfait concept outlined in Tables II and III suggest several
possible routes to improved system performance.

One might, on first thought, attempt to reduce the doubling time by driving
the parfait core to higher burnups, thereby decreasing the ratio of total fuel
cycle  time· to in-core residence time. However if the in-core time of 2 years
could be extended by as much as 6 months, then, for a fixed 1 year out-of-core,
the doubling time is reduced only 7% - a result which argues against this
option.  Furthermore, the fluence/power/temperature gradients at the outer core
zone/radial blanket interface, which are no less severe than in conventional
cores, might well not permit an extended operating cycle because of bowing
limitations.

Thus a design having an increased fuel volume fraction in the center core
zone ·(achieved, for example, by increasing the fuel pin diameter and decreasing
that of the wire wrap) is proposed.  Preliminary calculations indicate the
following changes in core performance:

*  Increasing the central zone fuel volume fraction from 30 to 35%
increases the breeding gain by 17%, decreases the doubling time by 8%
and decreases the reactivity swing over a burnup cycle by. 9% compared
to the uncompacted parfait core.

*  The reduction in doubling time and reactivity swing are each about 90%
of that which could be achieved by increasing the entire core's fuel
fraction to 35%, were that possible..

*  The positive reactivity effect of voiding the central zone's sodium is
slightly less (-8%) than the corresponding value for the uncompacted
parfait design.

Core designs in which the assembly duct walls were removed in the central
core zone have also been investigated  (2) . The results indicated that cores of
this type were feasible· from a.thermal-hydraulic standpoint, and that neutronic
oerformance  was  improved  as  well. Such cores  may  also. have interesting safety-
related properties witn respect to post-accident behavior.

.

It is interesting to note that design studies of LMFBR cores have been
carried out in which the volume fraction of fuel in the inner and outer core
zones differed, but in a manner opposite to the present case -the outer zone

fuel concentration was increased to achieve power flattening (f).
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Recent work at MIT has identified anotlier advantage of the parfait concept:

.. .if thorium blankets are used, the U-233 production rate can be increased by
about 35% over  that  fro'm thorium-blanketed conventional core designs  (1),  also

without appreciable penalty to the overall breeding ratio.  Hence, if crossed-
' progeny LWR-LMFBR fuel.ing should prove attractive, internally-blanketed LMFBR's
may enhance the benefits achievable.

Our investigations have also confirmed the advantages of the parfait con-

figuration for demonstration plant size LMFBR's, for carbide fueled reactors,I
and for GCFR's (1), (4).

V.  CONCLUSION

These studies have indicated that modest but worthwhile improvements in
both safety and breeding performance can be achieved by adoption of the moder-
ately more comolicated parfait blanket design for fast reactors. Based on this
work, a design· in thich the volume fraction fuel in the inner core zone is in-
creased would appear promising.  While comparable advantages could be achieved
in a conventional core if a similar increase in volume fraction were introduced,
unlike the parfait design it does not have those other characteristics which

permit this option.
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